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Abstract. A review is presented of the selection, design and operation 
of stearn-water separation equipment. Tlie criteria for choosing a 
separation system are first discussed and typical applications are 
described. Then, each of the major types of separator (gravity separators, 
drop lnertia separators and cyclone separators) are reviewed in detail and 
the principal problems in design and operation for each respective type 
presented Finally, procedures for testlng sep'mtors are reviewed and 
overall conclusions drawn. 

1. INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL 

I 1 Importance 

Steal11 and water mixtures are found in many pleces of process equip~nent such as 
boilers, heaters, extraction lines, turbines and superheaters. Depending on the use to 
which the steam is put, this moisture can cause problems. For this reason separators are 
an important part of these steam systems. Let us list some of these proble~ns that arise as 
a result of carryover. 

In the superheater section of boilers, the silica carried over with Ule molstuue w1l1 be 
deposited on the tube walls. This causes sufficient scale so that the superheater tubes 
overheat and fail. When steam is expanded in a turbine, moisture forms. This moisture, 
usually in the form of drops. erodes the turbine blade downstream. In low-carbon steel 
extraction lines or, in the crossover piping wluch leads to the feedwater heaters or 
reheaters, the film of water on the walls dissolves the oxide causing additional corrosion. 
Impachng drops can fatigue the oxide also causing additional corrosion. These processes 
both accelerate the corrosion-erosion of the steel (or as it is often called. the flow 
assisted corrosion). One way of eliminating all these problems is to separate the moisture 
from the steam. 

Carryunder is a problem too. When a jet of water enters a pool. air or steam can be 
entrained and camcd down. This is called ci~rtyundcr and 11 degrades tllc perfor~nancc of 
natural circulation systems ;uld can cause pump cavilallon Tlus can also be estimated 
from the information providcd latcr in t111s articlc 
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Tal 
We shall start by survcyiilg tllc drop s i ~ c s  typical of different kinds of systeins Wc 

shall then describe the charncteristics of various kinds of separators so that an informcd 
selecuon of an appropnate separator can be made Several examples of separator 
systems will then be given illustrating llow the advantages of one kind of separator can 
be uscd to co~npleincnt thosc of anolhcr Each typc of separator wlll then be dcscr~bcd 
including how i t  works 'and how it fails The opcrallng limits will be delmeated. We shall 
continue by providing design information for each kind and typical performance data tor 

I 	 them. F~naiiy we will ~onclude with a discussron on how to sca!e exper!ments OI! 

separators. 

1 . 3  Drop and particle . ~ i zcsand hchavior 

Bcforc going on to dcscribc thc various kinds of separators. it is necessary to say 
sol~lctl~il~gabout I l~c  ;lvcr;lgc drop s~zcs. tllc drop sizc specm and tile drop bclrirvior ;is 

:r, found in steam-water systems. Though steam-water separator systems are designed to 
operate over the whole range of qualities. most deal with a high quality flow in the 

I dispersed or annular flow regime. To design a separator system is necessary then to have 
a11 idea of what drop sizes are likcly lo bc found and how these drops behave. 

Table 1 which orignated from Lapple (1961) (though later reproduced in many other 
publications. e.g. Hetsroni. (1982)) gives a useful overview of drop <and particle 
behavior. The entire range of drop sizes that might be found in stcan separators is 
included. All the information on drop behavior is given as a function of drop size. 
Particles of many kinds are sllown too. This table deserves some study. 

To llclp gct oricnlcd. tllc drops fourtd in Ilalurc arc also included. Also sllowi~ in U~is 
tablc arc typical settling vclocitics for particlcs and drops as a function of their size along 
with their Reynolds numbers. These settling velocities are calculated for a drop or 
particle specific gravity of 2 however. Tlus is .not an important departure for a steam and 
water system considering the range of the log-log scale used in Table 1. The separators 
appropriate for the different drop size ranges are also included. As tlus is a very useful 
cl~art.i t  will be referred to repeatedly later in this chapter. 

The most recent and complete work on drop sizes is that of Azzopardi and Hewitt 
(1997) which surveys a wide range of drop size literature. In order to make this a free- 
standing work. a short section on drop sizes and size distributions is given below. If this 
inforlnatioil is insufIicien4 it is recommended that the above reference be consulted. 

The most importlmt variable determining the drop size in a flowing system is the 
Weber Number. It is defined as 

The 1' in equation (1.1) is the relativc vclocity between the drop and the surrounding 
vapor. For a freely falling drop or accelerating drop. the critical Weber number is. 
K;itoak;~ ct a!. ( 1981 ): 
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8 < We,,,, < 22 (1.2) 

This means that wlle11 Ule Wcbcr ~lull~bcr for i1 drop cscccds this value, the drop brcaks 
up. When the relative velocity betwcen thc drop and tllc gas is attained gradudly Ihc 
higher value is appropriate. When it is attained suddenly, the lower value should be used. 

The value of the drop diameter calculated from equation (1.2) represents the largest 
drop wluch one might expect to find. Smaller drops are almost certainly present, too. 

The data sets correlated by Kataoka et al. (1981) are largely for annular flows of air 
and water at about one atmosphere of pressure. The dimensionless groups used in that 
work, however. make the extension to steam-water flows reasonably simple. The fact 
that these drops were formed from an annular flow, however, needs some discussion. 

The drops formed i11 a boiler tube would usually be formed from an annular flow, so 
the correlation of Kataoka as it is. is probably appropriate for them. The drops formed m 
a turbine or in a nozzle however are probably fonned by llornogeneous condensation in 
the expandmg flow and are very small, typically less than one micron in diameter. They 
wlll. however, often agglomerate and be thrown to the wall. where they agglolnerale 
further to form an annular film. By tllc time the flow makes it to a separator or bleed 
line, most of the liquid flow will occur either in the annular film on the wall or In the 
form of re-entrained drops. The drops will certainly be much larger than they were when 
they were first formed. The results of Kataoka are also recommended. therefore, even if 
the drops are formed downstream of nozzles or in turbine extraction piping. 

For many order-of-magnitude calculations a 1nca11 drop sizc is uscful for gctting 
oricntcd. Kataoka cl al. (1'381) rccom~ncndcd the following equations for the volume (or 
mass) average diameter. In the ~niddlc riulgc for Ihc data shown on Figure 1. 

--1 -2 

D,,, = 0.0099-Reg'3[%) 3[$]3 

PI: i; 

so the lnasimu~n sized drop is about three times larger U I , ~the average. The volume 
mean diameter in this equation is tllat diameter for wliicl~ llalf of the volu~ne of entrained 
liquid is in the drops larger than Dm and half is in drops that are smaller. Figure 1 shows 
how D, compares to the data and Figure 2 gives the entire distribution over all sizes. 
Because of the pronounced banding of the data, it is obvious there is some systematic 
error in these equations. Probably some unrecognized geometric differences in the 
experiments are respo~lsible for tlie widc scattcr band. 

F ig~re3 (Snyder. 1959) gives the measured drop counts for three velocities of a 
steam water flow for the conditions indicated in the caption. The calculated D, is also 
given. It is smaller U r n  the value calculated from Figure 1. This is due to the fact that 
this data is for a heated tube where the drops were accelerated. while the data of Figures 
1 and 2 is for a fully developed air-water flow. Both the spectrum shape and the 
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Figure 1 Mean droplet sizes. Kataoka, et a1 (1981) showing the effect of liquid flow rate in 
addition to the other variables 

magnitude are typical of the values one might expect to find in a steam-water two-phase 
flow. One of the most important characteristics of this spectrum is that a few large drops 
account for most of the mass while a huge number of very small drops at the small end -- -. 

'he volume of the spectrum account for very little. 

~f entrained Another import'ant source of liquid entrainment in a two phase flow is that which
----.....- .. ".,̂  -.-. ...__-. . , .. . ._..,...._I.,_ _,

Ire 1 s110ws arises from a. pool on (lie 
'
surf~ce of wl~ich bu6mes areke'aking. nse r t d l e  Bubbles ---

:r all sizes. r @ ~ b r c a k  and the li tqmhmkz-m pro~ects one or more drops 
systematic into the vaeor. Gamcr a nl. (1954) collectecl soine lypicai &Up size spectra lorEeSeE 

~ces in tile conditions wllich are reproduced here as Figure 4. Though the largest number of drops is 
in the size range of 10 or 20 pn, the most impoflant are those in the 500 pm r'mge.

xities of a When the dianctcrs of the small drops are cubed in order to obtain the volume or mass, 
D, is also the importance of the s~nall drops is greatly diminished. Figure 4 gves examples of the 
he fact that drop size spectra found in a flow leaving a pool (Gamer, et a1 1954). 
I of Figures 
pe and the 
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Figure 2 Droplet size distributions. Kataoka, et a1 (198 1 ) 

with this brief introduction 10 the drop sizes and specin dlat lrYght be found ente-ing 

stealn sepmtion equipment, let US 1UTI now to Ihe imin pluyose of this work, helping to 

select. design and Predict tile perfor!&~ncc of stca~n-water separation systems. 


2. THE CHOICE OF A SEPARATOR 

2.1 (7onsidcrations in the choice of a separator 

* ~onccrnsisOVCr11 tllc CIIOICC of ;I scp;ici[or. Tllrsr indude hef o ~ ~ o r i I , g ~  

h21 1 IYeparat;on@c;ency 

like s~~perl~eaters ~ sepmtiona ~ ~ l i c a t i o n s  require clem Steam. i ~ h eficiency 
Is very i m ~ o m tfor his applicalion. Scpantion elflciencies in excess of ~ 9 % ~ ~ 
, 
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essential. Any carry-over includes silica wluc11 is ultimately deposited on the superheater 
tubes causing overheating. Other applications like moisture sepCmtor-reheaters can 
tolerate rather low efficiency because the liquid condensate is so clean to start with that 
scale buildup is not a problem. Poor scparation cflicicncy, therefore. is tolerable in tl~csc 
devices. Similarly, 80% separation cflicicncy is acceptable for the extraction line from a 
ti~rbinc bccausc t l~c crosion is greatly rcdllccd if nlost of the moisture is renlovcd wll~lc 
both the space for tllesc scparators and Ihc allowable pressure drop are limited. 

2.1.2 Pressure drop 

Pressure drop is one of the most importaut considerations primarily because we rely 
on the gravity pressure dfference in the drains in order to make the separator work. 
When the pressure drop is too large, the separator fails to work. Cyclone separators 
typically return the separated liquid to a pool through a drain linc tllc cnd of which is 
submerged in the pool. When the separator pressure drop is too large, liquid backs up 
this tube ulti~nately degrading the separator performance to the point where it can be said 
that the separator has failed. 

/ 2 1.3 Space m.ailabiIity 

Spacc is valuable in pressure vessels like steam drums. or moisture separator 
reheaters or in the upper plenum of a nucleate reactor. Depending on the application, the 
volu~ne occupied by the separator can be an importanf consideration when trying to 
decide what type of separator to select. Gravity separators require the largest volume for 
a given flow rate while impingc~ncnt sep;mtors require less and cyclone separators the 
least of all. A good measure of separator sizc is thc characteristjc velocity. Table I1 givcs 
this for several types. Low c11;lracteristic vclocitics mecan largc scparators. 

2.1.4 Availability ofperJorntance dola 

While it is certainly possible to design a separator from the infonnation that is 
available in these notes, it is urllikely that the illforlnation give in tlus article is 
sufficiently complete so that a really high pcrformancc separator could be designed. The 
design can be done with tlle irlforn~atioll given llcrc but UIC actual performance would 
have to be obtained from an experiment. Ordinary separators could be designed and used 
without further testing. 

d2.1.5Inlet quality 

Very wet steam-water mistures can be in the bubbly, slug or churn-turbulent flow 
regimes. Only gravity or cyclone separators are able to handle steam-water mixtures as 
wet as those characteristic of these flow regimes. High quality steam-water flows such as 
thosc cxiting a stcam drum of a oncc-lluough boilcr or those found in the extractio~l lines 
of turbines are usually in the dispersed or arululardispersed flow regime. For these. 
wire mesh, chevron, or other type of i~llpingernent separator is often appropriate. Table 11 
surntnarizes these clwacteristics. 
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Table II Types of separators and their characteristics. Adapted from Monat et al. 
(1 986). McNulty et al. (1986). Smith (1986), Mauro et al. (1990) 

Type 

Gravity 
Separator 

Droplet 
Diffusion 

Knitted 
Mcsll 

Wirc 
. 

Chevron or 
[mpingc~ncnt 
Scparalor 
Cyclonc 
Separator 

1s 

is  
n1c 
uld 
sed 

Approximate
Droplet Size 
Range 

Separation
System 
Flow 

Typical F, 
112 

'(g) 
Typical 
dp 

Pa 

Two Phase 
Flow 
Regime 

P Regime rn 

Any quality 
negligible but best for 

Laminar or -1 low quality 
>10.0 Turbulent .25- 15 velocity slug or 

head annular 
dispersed 
flow 

Abour 1 Higlily 
>10.0 Turbulent 2.5-5 velocity dispersed 

llcad droplet flow 
Highly 

>3.0 Turbulent .8-1.6 25-500 dispersed 
droplet flow 
Highly 

>6,0 Turbulent .8-3.7 250-500 dispersed 
droplcl flow 

10.0 Ally quality 
and up . Turbulent 2.5-1.7 750-7500 or flow 

regime 

These types of separators and tl~e#cliwdcteristics are listed in Table 11. Tlus table will 
help in designing a system suitable for the application in question. 

Even for very wet steam, the volume of liquid flowing is usually smaller titan tlie 
low volume of vapor. For this reason, onc can look at tllc cllaractcristic velocity wllicll is to 
I :Is hc C:IICII~;IICCI fro111I*', ; I I I ~'1';1hl~ ; I L L O I I I \ ) ; I I I ~ I I I ~ ,U \ I I ; I ~ I ~ ~ I I I ~  v v , i ~ ~ c ; i i ~11 ;111d 11 IV, I!IP, t,r 
il ;IS 111~~~lislurc- I I I L ~\ U ~ I I L J I I ~ .  I O I *  ~ I ~ O I I I I I ~ I I Iil~tu lllc SL'I>~II '~I I I ) I .' 1 ' 1 1 ~I ~ I I ~ U I  l l ~ r tUI I I I I I I I ' I  I ~ ( I I  
IllCS illlPac~ type s c p i l ~ l ~ ~ n ,  like lllc fiber filler. Ibc knitted wirc IIICS~I-il,r il E I I C V I ~ I I  sCl)illilll)l. 
ese. the cmcterislic is Ute approaclr vclocily. For gravity scparalors. il is Ihc 
le 11 superficial velocity of the vapor at the free surface of the liquid. For cyclone sepmtors. 

it is the velocity at the entrance to the cylindncd chamber where the sepmtion occurs. 
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For cyclc scpariilors. wllicli arc llic ouly scpariilors wliicli arc iippropriatc Tor ill1 
qunlilics. tllc inlcl vclocity lo tlic cyclonc is tlic charnclcrislic vclocity. 

The first example is a steam separator installation which is shown in Figure 5. It is 
installed in ;i Wcstingl\oosc prcssurizcd watcr rc;~ctor stcam gcncntor in thc billbolls 
section at the top of the steam generator pressure vessel. A two phase lnixture enters the 
swirl vane separators and dry steam exists at thc top of the vessel. The details of the flow 
Lluougl~ thc drying scctio~l arc bcsl i1luslr;itcd by tunling lo Figurc 6 whcrc Ihc flow 
through a model of a W steam generator is illuslralcd. 

Wet steam enters the vertical pipe in llic ccnler of the dotnc. I1 h e n  passes Uuough 
the swirl vanes. Liquid is deposited on the walls and drains back to the pool above the 
"U" tubes in the s t e m  generator. Tllc steal11 and s o ~ n cwalcr continues up wllerc sotnc 

Rgure 5 A Westinghouse Model F steam generator showing the separator sectioli in the bulbous 
part of the generator at the top of the drawing. Young ct al. ( 1984) 
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Figure 6 A detail of the MI3-2 steam separator section showi~lg the steam and water flow paths. 
Young et a]. ( 1984) 

moisture drops out on the deck plate 'and drains back to the pool. The steam and 
remaining water passed through the chevron sep'mtor at the top of Figure 6 where most 
of the remaining water is separated while the steam passes out the top. The statistics 
describing Lllis sep~mltor are given in Tablc 111. 

Table I11 Operating parameters for the Westi~~gllouse PWR steam separator section 

Pressure 7.37 rnPa (1,070 psia.) 

Temperature 343°C (650°F) 

Steam quality in about 20'56 

Steam quality out 99.75% 

Steam flow 4.09 x 1O6 kgllu (8.99 x 106 Ibilu.) 

Drying section ID 6.08m (20 ft.)
bous 

Drying section height 9.12111 (30 TI.) 
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~ l l c s cvalucs of thc i~pprosimiltc di~nciisions fro111 Tablc 111 and figures 5 and 6 can Tabl 
be used to estimate tlle volu~nes and flow arcas nceded lo sep'mte ~noisture in a largc Sicvc 
syslcin for typical stcam rising conditions. It sliol~ld be noted that this drying scction 
really has three stages of separa~ion. All 11ircc irrc nccdcd to have both good separation 
efficiency and high steam flow rates. 

2.2.2 hloisture-separator reheaters (MM) 

These devices are needed to remove the nioislure froln partially expanded steam 
before it is returned to the low pressure turbines for fiuther expansion. Figure 7 is a Beca 
schematic of an MSR.The wet steam enters at the right, passes tluougll tlle chevrons in a to re: 
horizontal direction and then goes up, over the reheater tubes and out the top. Separated 
moisture is drained out the botto~n of these units. These devices often use screen 
separators too. They are standard equipment in both BWR and PWR plants. 

These too are high performance devices. The operating conditions are given in Table 
IV. 

2.2.3 Steam drum separator section 

Figurc K illustrates llic separator scction in a steam drum. A steam-water misturc 
cntcrs from thc tubcs in thc boiler in tllc bottom half of the steam drum. The ~nisturc 
passes circumfcrentially into the annular gap between the drum 'and baffle up to thc 
cyclone separators. It enters these tangentially. The water then exits through the bottonl 
while steam with a little carryover exits from the top. 

SUPER 
HEATED 

STEAM-WATER 
CHEVRONS @'MIXTURE 

DRYISAT URATEO 
STEAM 

A.A 

Figurc 7 Sche~ilaticol'a inoisturc selmrator reheater. Moore & Sieverding(1976) 
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can Table IV Operating conditions for a typical MSR separation section. Moore & 

w e  Sieverding (1976) 

tion 

tion Pressure 1.309 kPa (190 psia) 

Temperature 335°C (350°F) 

Steam quality in 93% 
lam 

s a Because of the low moisture content in, tllere is no need for an initial cyclone separator 
n a  to remove the bulk of tlle inlet moisture. 
ted 
:en 

ble Steam 
Scrubber outlet 

' elements 1 ,Drain 

r e  
u-e 
he 
m 

Chemical -\ ~ o n tinuous 
feed pipe blow-down 

Pipe 

Figure 8 Stcall1 drum separator scctioll typical of ~ n o d c n ~  drum lypc natiual circulatioll boilers. 
Avallone, et at. ( 1987) 

The steam typically passes tluougll one or two scrubbers before going out to the 
turbine or superheater unit. These stages of separation are very much like those found in 
the top of the PWR steam generator. These tluee examples show how the flow rate and 
pressure drop characteristics of different kinds of separators have been conibined to 
produce dry steam economically. 
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Carryunder can be a proble~n too. It can scparate in tlic downcomers and degradc the 
circulation. It too must be avoided. Later in Uus work. when cyclone separators are 
discussed, cav inde r  will be considcred. 

We will now give a description of each separator type and how it operates. We shall 
then dcfinc llic operating li~iiits for cacli lypc iind outline how a separator wolild bc 
designed to conform to these limits. Any special properties of that separator type will 
then be mentioned. 

3. GRAVITY SEPARATORS 

Gravity separators are most commonly found in the oil and gas industry rather than 
the power industry. They are so easy to build, however, that they are often used and 
some guidelines on their construction are useful. They can be installed for general 
service or put in for temporary service if required. 

Tlicy consist of citlier a splicrical t'ank or, a horizontally or vertically oriented 
cylindrical tank. The liquid level is maintained near the maximum flow area of thc tank 
by the level control on tlie trap tluough which tlie separated liquid is removed. The steam 
water mixqure enters under the water level 'and the phases separate due, primarily. to 
gravity. A good rule-of-thumb is that the superficial velocity of steam at the interface 
which should be less than . 3  mls. Gas or vapor is withdrawn at the top of the vessel 
wliilc thc liquid exits Ilirough tlie trap at tlie bottom. The two phase mixture can also Figure ! 
enter above tlie water level where it impinges on a baffle. The vapor velocity must be 
mainlaincd low cnougll so Ulal Ulc drops from surface waves do no1 result in re- they ar 
entrainment and small drops can fall out of suspension. Table I gives 'an idea of how vclocitj 
rapidly drops fill1 as a function of size. In any case. re-entrainment from the pool is thc (while I 
problem so that is what one must design for. Entrainment from the pool takes place by small ti 
several mecl~anisms. If a bubble makes i t  to a frcc surface and breaks, a wave on thc frcc depositc 
surface propagates both away from and towards die center of tlie ring that defined the large en 
cdgc or tllc bubblc bcforc it brokc. Wllc~i ~ h c  w;ivc prop;igiili~ig in meets itsclf in tlic Refe 
center, ajet is formed that rises straight up and breaks up into one or lnorc drops that are 111cdror 
projected wit11 a velocity of a meter per second or so. This ~nechanisrn for entraimnent is deterrnir 
most important at low steam superficial velocities, 0.3 d s  or less. Gamer et al. (1954). Star1 

Another mechanism of droplet entrainment is the breakup of foam on the surface. supefic. 
The bubbles which constitute the foam break and Uic slight overpressure in the bubble about thl 
projects the liganents and sheets of liquid away from the free surface. Tliese 
subsequently break up and the drops wlich are srnall enough are carried out by the 
vapor. The double humped drop spectra evident on figure 4 is due to this dual source of 
drops. 

The most complete study of entrainment at a free surface is that due to Kataoka et al. 
(1981). Most of what follows is drawn from lliat work. 

Imagine a free surface with steam bubbling through it. Three regimes of canyover This can 
can be identified (Figure 9). Near the surface tile drops have sufficient velocity so that annular o 
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\ MOMENTUM CONTROLEO 

\ DEPOSITION 
CONTROLED REGION 

Figure 9 The effect of height abovc a pool on carryover or e~itrain~ncnt. Kataoka, et al. ( 1  98 1) 

they are rising at almost their formation velocity. Above that region the drops lose 
velocity. duc to gravity and drag, so the amount of liquid crossing a llorizontal plane 
(while lraveling up) decreases. Still further up, the only drops left are tllose that are so 
small that they cannot fall back against the rising vapor. They can. however, be 
deposited on any surfaces that are present. drain back and thus be removed. They are not 
large enough to fall back on their own, however. 

Refemng to Figure 9, correlations for the carryover at tl~e surface, the depletion of 
tlle droplet flow with height and the asymptotic droplet flux are all needed. These are 
determined as follows. 

Starting at the pool surface, the notion of entrainment looses its validity when the 
superficial gas velocity is so great that there is no distinct water level. This occurs at 
about tlle point where: 

where 

This can be viewed as the criterion for the msi t ion  from tlle chum-turbulent to the 
annular or annular-dispersed flow regime within the pool. 
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Tlie reduction in the entrainment carried up witll elevation can be calculated by 
means of Figure 10. Starting at Uie upper right one procccds down and to Uie left until 
Uie level for which Ulqcany over desircd is attained. The syrnbols appearing on Figure 
10 arc defined below. 

Figu 
to be 
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Figure 10, in essence, is to be used to give rhe flow rate of drops which are small enough 
to be carried up at the given superficial velocity of vapor. Figure 10 and equations (3.1) 
to (3.6) really apply to a chamber of uniform flow cross sectional area. When the flow 
area is changing, as in a spherical or l~orizontally oriented cylindrical tank for instance, 
the change in area is reflected as cIi,mgc in j*,. If one imagines the flow approaching the 
exit port at the top of a spllerical tank. there will be <an elevation above which the 
superficial velocity of vapor will be sufficiently large so tllat everything will be carried 
out. Tlus elevation can be detennined by plotting E', from Figure 10 as a function 
elevation (accounting for the effect of area cllange on j*,)and identifying the elevation 
at whid  tl~e velocity is liigll enough so everything is carried up. 

Above tliis clcvation. drops arc carried up illid often deposited on the vcsscl and pipe 
walls from whence they either flow back into tl~e pool or are carried up as an annular 
film. These processes will be explored later in this work, in the section on drop &fision 
separators. 

Tlic core of this section is contained in Figure 10. A considerable range of data is 
i~icludcd on tliis plot wit11 boll1 s~cinn-watcr and air-water well reprcse~ited. The 
parillaclcr ranges inclr~dcd arc sllow~i in Tiiblc V. Above a superficial vclociiy of 2 rrds 
tllcrc IS no distilict liquid lcvcl so c;irryovcr c;i~~nol bc dclincd. 

Table V Data ranges for pool entrainme~~t 

Fluids 

Prcssurc 

Pool surface superficial vclocity 0 lo 2.0 lids 

- Heigllt above the pool 0 to $5 m 

3.2 Pressure drop 

For a gravity separator, in wllicl~ the two phase nlixture is in the forin of bubbles in a 
pool. the separator pressure drop is essentially tlle hydrostatic pressure difference 
between t l~e inlet and the free surface. For the rest of the separator the pressure drop is 
negligible because the velocities arc so low. 

4. DROP INERTIA SEPARATORS 

A variety of separators such as smiglit tubes, screens. cllevrons and several olliers all 
rcly on inertia to causc tlic drop to bc deposited or a wall, from which the liquid drains 
away. This scclio~i will disci~ss ll~rcc or llicsc dcsigris ia sonic dcteil. 



4.1 	Droplet deposition.from n t~irhulenr,flow The c 
~11'aJ-a 

This is about the silnplcst dcsign for a scparalor U~at one c'm imagine. It is a straight adeq~ 
vertical tubc in which the turbulent-fluctuatio~~s in tlle vapor cause entrained dropgto be A1 
deposited on the wall. Gravity then causes the liquid lo drain down out the bottom. For incre~ 
Ulis kind of separator to work, Uic flow rcgilnc must be dispersed so the quality is always I 1  shc 
quite high. The separated Liquid is removed from t l~e inlet plerluln while the steam cxits will v 
from Ulc top of the tubc. There are several criteria to wl~icl~ count(separators of this kind must 
be designed if they are to operate properly. These are listed and then discussed below. pressu 

1. 	The flow should be up. 

2. 	The flow must be turbulent. 
WI 

3. The velocity must be below the flooding velocity at both thc cntrance and the central 	 has bec 
section of the tube. 	 Wallis 

definet
4. 	The tube must be long enough to allow droplet deposition to proceed as far as is 

desired. 

Let us now discuss each of these criteria. 

4.1.1 Flow direction 

Up flow is better than down flow largely because gravity tends to increase the transit 
time for the drops in the tube and allow rtlorc of' tlicnl to bc deposited for a given iubc 
length. It is also easier to imagine designing a syste~n for removing liquid fioin the inlet 
plenum, without re-entraining it. than it is for the csit plcrluln in which the drops rnigllt 	 The floc 
leave the lip or the tube as spray. 

On reflection it would appear that 'an inclined, rather th'an vertical, up flow tube 
would probably be better than either vertical up or vertical down flow. Tlus is true for 
several reasons. Gravity would help to deposit the drops on the bottom of the tube. This 
would augment the drop deposition mtc. lnclined tribcs 11avc il higller flooding velocity 
than vertical tubes of the sane design. Properly designed entrances to these tubes could 
probably effect a cleaner separation of the phases Ihan could bc accomplishcd in lllc irilcl 
plcnunl of a vcrticid tubc. Tllc oilly penalty for an inclined tube array as it would 
probably use Inore space than a vertical tube m y  that did the same job. Ligvi 

(cons 
rate) 

4.1.2 CXoice ofvelocity 

Turbulent flow is assured by choosing a Reynolds number for the vapor flowing 
alone in the tube which is greater than the critical Reynolds number. That is: 

Figure 11 
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The contribution of the liquid, to the superficial mixqure velocity for the liquid fractions 
characteristic of dispersed flow is quite negligible so the above equation is entirely 
sdcquacc for sclccli~~g tllc minimum vapor velocity. 

Any velocity above this will work effectively to remove the drops. Howcvcr. will1 
increasing steam velocities. the film on the wall will first stall 'and then reverse. Figure 
I I shows thc flow regimes that will be observed. Figure 12 shows how the pressure drop 
will vary in tile region where the filin reverses. Hewitt et al. (1965). For most of tl~e 
counterflow region, the pressure gradient is very much srnaller U r n  the hydrostatic 
prcssurc gradient for pure liquid. 

When the film is stalled we speak of the tube as being flooded. The flooding velocity 
has been studied and for vertical tubes is best calculated using tile flooding correlation of 
Wallis (1969) or Bankoff and Lcc ( 1985). Figurc 13. TRc variables ,I*, and j*, are 
defined as: 

,ansit 

tube 

inlet 


nigllt Tllc flooding corrclatio~l irsing thcsc vilriablcs is of Ihc form: 

tube 

le for 

This 

locity 
could 
: inlet 
would 

Llquld 
(constant
rate) 

owing 

-.--- - - - w 

Increasnnu uas rate Uecrms~~rgpas late 

Figure 11 Film behavior in a vertical tube with uptlowing gas. Hewitt zt al. ( 1  965) 



Gas flow ne.lb/hr 

Figure 12 Pressure drop characteristics ncar thc boundary bclwcen counter current and cocurrc~lt 
flow. Hewitt et al. (1965) 
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Figure Flooding correlation for a vertical tube. Wallis (1969) 
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where the consta~it is ;ifunction of tlic end conditions. The constant on the right is as 
follows: 

for a sharp edge entrance to the tube 

When the entrance or edge effects are minimized 

and floodit~g can occur in tlle middle of the tube. 
The range of conditions covered in a separator rcceiving a dispersed flow is very 

small. 0per;ltion is virt~lally confincd to tile J;= O interccpt of figure 13. Tlus is because 
the flow rate for the liquid flowing down cmiot bc largcr lllan tlic flow ratc of drops 
which are carried into the pipe. That liquid flow rate is. however. very small because of 
thc flow regime we are in. dispersed-annular. and because of the velocity. This kind of 
separator must always operate below tlte flooding velocity for the film. The 
rccomtncndations for detennini~tg llle flooding velocity for such a separator is as 
follows: 

Assu~ne tlte liquid rate is negligible and use the j j = 0 intercept on Figure 13 Lo 
detennine the flooding velocity. Always operate below that velocity. Check that the 
droplet flow rate is not so large that, if it were all in tlie form of a falling film. it 
would alter Lllis vduc sigluficantly. 

Flooding in vcnical tubcs can. in general, occur at the bottom. in the middle. or at the 
top. For this application flooding at the top is i~npossible because most of tlic liquid nt 
die flow will have been removed before the mixture gets Ulere. Flooding somewhere in 
the middle of the tube cannot be ruled out. Flooding at tlie entrance is quite likely, 
however. If the entrance to the tube is cut on a bias, say 30' from the vertical. flooding at 
the entrance clan be eliminated, Peny (1984). Otherwise flooding is most likely to occur 
at the entfiulcc. WI~CII tllc cntmnce to the tube is cut on a bias. a value of (' within the 
range given by equation (4.6) should be used. The range represented in equation (4.6) is 
a result of liysteresis in the flooding data. Increasing flows flood at a higher velocity than 
a decreasing flow unfloods. 

4.1.4 Droplet deposition vales 

Let us now turn to the deposition rate of drops from a turbulent flow. Liu & Aganval 
(1974). Liu & Ilori (1975). Fanner (1969) and McCoy & Hallratty (1977) describe Lhe 
processes and present ~l~odels rlnl cai bc used to calculate tlie rate a1 wluch tlie 
conccl~tration of drops in a two pl~ase flow are depleted by deposition on the walls. 

A sirr~plcanswer is appropriate to starl witlr. According to Fanner (1 969) and Lopes 
& Dukler (1986) about half t11c cl~tfi~iacd droplcts are deposited cvcry 3 to 7 LID'S.This. 
of course, is not a law of naturc bul a rulc-of-thumb tliat applies to typical drop size in 
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gas flows at ordinary velocities. In addition. tlie references just cited all indicate that the ma 
some additional drop deposition occurs in thc cntr,ancc rcgion of Llie tube. This is this rel 
probably because the incoming flow has some swirl and the drops are centrihged out to 
tlie wall. Oncc thc swirl has decayed sofficicntly. turbulent diffusion governs. Bcforc 
prescrlting thc turbulent droplet deposition ratc onc sliotlld bc rclnindcd of Uic chart. 
reproduced here as Tablc I, which shows how largc drops arc and how they coniparc to 
the drops in nature tliat are familiar to all of us. Table I also sliows us what to expect in 
ternls of droplet behavior as a function of drop size while section 1.3 gives us an idea of The ma 
what drop sizes we sl~ould expect for a given system. Let us now turn to turbulent 
deposition of droplets. 

A grand correlation of droplet deposition data is reported by McCoy & Hanratty 
( 1977) and is reproduced here as Figure 14. Tlirec rcgions are cvidcnt. For vcry sltlall T* 
(that is small drops like smoke), Brownian notion governs and a const<mt Shenvood This reg 
number is appropriate for calculating tlie droplet deposition rate. These drops are much which a 
smaller than the ones we are concerned with here. Tablc I ; 

For the range when for all & 
Befo 

explaine 
in e q d  

the Illass Lransfer coefficient is a strong function of 7*.These drops are probably too 
srnall to worry about too. 
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Figure 14 Depositioll rates for drops in a turhulc~~tflow. McCIoy Xr Hatratty ( I  977). Lopcs & 
Dukler (1 986) 
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the mass tmnsfcr cocflicicnt is indcpcndcnl of r*.Tliis is lhc most i~nponant rcgion. For 
1
.\)! this region, 

*!
 h he mass flux at thc wall is Ulen calculated fran equation (4.10) 

This region typically covers drops larger than 10 microns or. in other words. the drops 
wl~icli contain most of the mass in the two phase flows which we are concerned with (see 
Tablc I and figures I Ulrougll 4). It is rccolnlncndcd lliat cquation (4.10) abovc bc used 
for all drop sizes lo calculale llle deposition mte on llie pipe wall. 

Before proceeding, the terms appearing in equations (4.7) tluougl~ (4.10) should be 
explained. T* is Ule di~nensionless paxticlc relaxation time or stoppiilg timc. It is defined 
in equation (4.1 1): 

r* ; 
1 / I,,: 

r r *  is rile fiiction velocity as defined in equation (4.12) 

Tlie r, in equation (4.12) should be calculated using an appropriate two-phase pressure 
drop correlation such as the homogeneous or Martinelli. Hetsroni (1982). 'and the 
relation between wall shear stress and the pressure gradient in a pipe. 

This regime has drops deposited by turbulent fluctuations in the flow. The drops 
acquire a turbulent velocity colnponenl in the core <and are then carried tluougi~ the 
bounduy layer, by their inertia, to the wall where they stick. There is a stopping time 
which, for s ~ n d l  drops, is so short that the drop cannot lnake it to the wall before i t  is 
stopped. Spray, therefore, would be deposited on the walls while slnoke probably would 
not be. Tlle slnoke particles do not usually llavc enough inertia to be camed Uuough tlle 
boundary layer. 

In equation (4.10) 

ti/1.4 is Uic mass tra~lsfer riitc to tlic wall (mass/unit aredtime) 

KD is the Inass transfer coefficient (lengtldtime) 



CDis the liquid concentration in the flow (mass/unit volume) 

CD is calculated assuming thc liquid is dispcrscd as stnall drops moving at the vapor 
vclocity. Equation 4.10 also assumes thc drops and vapor are both moving at the same 
velocity which, an examination of Tablc I will sllow is approximately true for most ol  

4 the drop sizes of interest. Thougll for very small drops the deposition rate drops off. it is 
suggested tllat thc right hand asymptote of Figurc 14 always bc uscd. 

4.1.5 Pressure drop 

Let us now turn to the question of prcssure drop. Two phase pressure drop can be 
estimated in the approach piping fro111 any cstablisl~ed two-phase pressure drop 
correlations. For the separator itself, the range of operating velocities is quite constrained 
so that tlle resulting pressure drop is quite s~nall. An idea of how small it is can be 
obtained by looking again at the pressurc drop curves of figure 12. If we consider a gas 
flow rate of 70 lblhr and a water flow rate of 30 Iblhr we would have a quality of 70%. If 
the gas phase were steam. it would be very wet steam. However, from Figure 12 thc 
pressure drop is only very slightly more than it would be for that tube at that gas flow 
rate. Tlus is a very low value. Under the circumstances it is recommended that, to 
cillc~iln~ethc presslire d r y ,  assrime n dry vnpnr is flow in^, at 111c \'npor \tclncily Ncfilccl 
lllc cSSccl of boll1 llic w;dl li1111 al~d IIIC celrincd drops. Uolll f:ldors il~crc;~scIhc 
prcssllrc drop slightly but thc cffccl is probably loo smi~ll lo bolllcr with. Tllcrc is 110 

cst;~hlisl~ctlco~.rcl;ltio~rT o r  ;I clisi~rrsctl.; I I I I I I I ~ ; I ~ .COI I I I~CI .flow i l l  \vIric11 llrc I I C I  l i c l l ~ i t lIlo\v 
is sl111os1 zcro ;IS i l  wollld bc i l l  Illis rcgi~llc so Illis r c c o ~ ~ ~ i ~ l c ~ ~ d i ~ t i o ~ ~  will Il;lvc to s~~rlicc. 
'I'lris co~~ll)lclcs slc:1111:r11:11ysisol'clrol~lclt l c l~os i l~o~~ scl~:~r:~lors. 

Tllcsc includc filtcr. scrccn ; I I I ~cl~cvror~~ypc scpi1r;llors. Thcy ;1l1 rcly on lllc i~lcrtii~ 
of ;I drop to causc i t  to hi1 ;I surface whilc 111c co~lvcying S ~ ; I I I Iflow tllrlls to i1~01d i t .  
They also, all rely on gravity to remove the separated liquid. In proceeding from fibers 
tluough screens to chevrons one is proceeding from devices that can remove very small 
drops but have a high pressure drop to ones that are less effective on small drops but 
experience smaller pressure losses. Table 11 shows the nngcs of drops size where good 
separation is to be expected in Ulese separators. Because of their pressure drop 
cl~araclcristics, thc dcviccs with largc prcsstlrc losscs tcnd lo bc opcralcd at lowcr 
vclocity levels but therc is a wide nngc of drop sizes and velocity levels for wllicll any 
of these devices will perform satisfactorily. 

4.2.1 Screen separators 

Moore & Sieverding (1976) givcs a complete revicw of screen perforniauce. Their 
findings will bc uscd frccly in this work. Othcr rcccnl publications of intcrcst i n  this 
contest are those of Pederson (1988) and Capps ( 1994). 

Screen behavior is cllaractcrized by a separation efficiency. Lct us start by 
considering a single wire in cross flow and ask what fraction of thc drops for which their 
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f projection in tllc approaclr floir intcrsccts 11ic prqicction of t l ~ c  \\Ires IS ~r;~ppcd.II IOO'!~O 
of drops allose projections intcrsccl l l i ;~~  ol.tlic ulrc arc tclppcd. I I I C ~ Ia c  spcah o f l l ~ c  
separation efficiency as being lOOX,. In ficl \ , en  s~n;~ll  tend to follo\i, thc no\\ drops \ \ i l l  
as it Passes o\.er the wires while largc drops \\.ill co~ilinirc fonwrd \irt11;1l1\ undcflcctcd. 

scparatio. efficiency for a singlc wire tlic:; s l io~~ld filnctiol~ of drop r i a  too. bc ;I 

being better for largc drops. In any casc. tilt compctlng cffccts i~rc ; I  Ii111ctio11of ;I 

dilnensionless group called the Stokcs ttunibcr ivhicl~ 1s defineti ;IS 

I, is tlic stopping distance. I t  can be con~putcd Iron1 Slclkcs 1;1i\(Re,, 
fuller raigc of drop sizcs. F~gurc I5 sliould bc used 

The theoretical (dotted) line of Figwc I5 is dcri\ cd Cioiii poi~i~tral  

~ ~ l i e r c  1 ) I)III ~ ( I I ., I  

flu\\ fol- tlic \ i~r-c 
For cross flow Reynolds nulnbcrs iillicll ;lrc strfficicntl! I;~r.cc.;111 ;idd1l1~11;11 1';~ ; I ~ ; I I I I C I ~ I .  

needed to describe the draplcl li! d r o d  ~ i ; r n ~ ~ c s  ( I070 ) pro\ ~rlcs loo. klnore K. Cis\ cr-di~ig 
the details. 

A single \\,Ire tlicor? 1s not enoupll. A real tcrilcll I \  L O I I I J ) O S ~ ' C ~  011'1101' \iI I C >  \ \  1111 ;i 

1,oidage of c Tlicsc scrccns. in turrl. arc sl;lcLcd lo ;I pile 'fllc r11cc~rctic:~i I I I ~ ~ C  

prediction assutncs drops 15~ . ~ ~ r i ~ o \ c dthe same pcrcc11t;lgc of tile :~ppro; rc l i~i~~ a1 c;rci, 

http:I;~r.cc


- - 

scrccn. An csprcssio~l for lhc cfficicncy of Ilic ;Irr;ly c;la bc dcfi~icd ;IS is givcll bclow 
cqtrarlon (4.14): 

. ,
: $ i  
:!! 
:: 

6:: 


i f :
1:: 
t i ;
i .: 

In equation (4.14). 

rlw = Single wire separation efficiency see figurc 16a 

D, = Wire diameter 

Hk = Total depth of tlie screens 

This equation for stacks of screens is compared to the data of several investigators in 
Figure 16b. The prediction is quite satisfactory. 

4 .2 .3  The velocify lin~if for screet~s 

Tllc scl.ccns fail lo scp;lr;llc propcrly wllcn Illc vclocily lcvcl is loo 11igl1. For vcrlic;~l 
up flow. the large drops that result wllel~ the trapped lnoistwc agglomerates. are unable 
to fa11 back before being re-enmined This is a plicnomenon similar lo flooding even 
though the steam is not necessarily flowing vertically up. Figure 17 shows that there is 
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Figure 1621 I:llicicllcv ol' scl)ari~tio~iI'or ;I s~liglc wirc as a lilliclioll ol' [he Slokcs ~ i u ~ i l l r r .'l'lic 
Ilow is  ~ioniialto [lie \arc. Moorc i111<l Sicvcrdillg ( 1970) 
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Figurn l6h Efficia~cyof separation for a wire mesh as  a function of the Stokes number. Up to a 
drop Reynolds number of 1, the drops lollow Stokes law. Moore dlt Sicvcrding ( 1  976) 

an optimuln flow angle for wllicll tllc flow ratc through a vertical screen is maximized 
before this occurs. This occurs with the approach flow inclined about 45 degrees from 
file horizontal. 

A single set of screen flooding data is cited in Moore & Sieverding (1976) which is 
reproduced here as Figure 18. 

Tlie coordinates of Figure 18 involve the Kutataladze number wluch has a 
cllaracteristic dimension based on gravity and surface tension. The Kutataladze nwnber 
is dciincd as: 

whcrc I :,is thc approach velocity to the screen. 
The dimensional group wluch is file abcissa is givcli as 

mber. 'I'hc 
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Figure 17 The optimum angle of approach whcn a drop laden flow approaches a screen. Moore & 
Sieverding (1  976) 
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Figure 18 Flooding velocities for knit mesh screens in vertical up flow. Moore & Sieverding 
( 1976) 
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and has units of reciprocal (mm)'. This quantity sliould probably be nondimensionalized 
by a characteristic dimension of the screens but thus has not been done yet. 

I 4.2.4 Pressure drop in screens 

The procedure for de'temining Uie pressure drop for two phase flow through wet 
screens has not yet been established. The recommendation is to use appropriate screen 
pressure drop formula such as given in Idelchik 9 1986) to calculate the pressure drop for 
the gas flowing alone in a single dry screen. This pressure drop should be multiplied by 
the number m of screens. In order to account for the presence of water in the flow this 
pressure drop should also be multiplied by a factor accounting for the additional mass 
due to the water. As we are in the dispersed flow regime, the volume flow rate of liquid 
is very small and a homogeneous model should be adequate. Tlmt is: 

where x is tlie quality of the approach flow. Tlus formula would tend to give a 
conservative answcr on onc hand because ~nucli of thc liquid will be separated out of tlie 
first few screens so multiplying Il~e overall screen pressure drop by I/s is probably 
excessive. On tlie otlier l~ind, if the scrccli is wet. UIC flow area for the air will be 
reduced. This will tend to increase Ll~e pressure drop. A prccisc answcr would have to be 
obtained from an experiment. In equation (4.17) Apl is tlie pressure drop due to tlie first 
screen. 

I 
I 4.3 Chevron separators 

Moore & Sieverding (1976). Monat et al. (1986) and McNulty et al. (1986) contain 
most of the information Uiat is needed to design or select a Chevron sepmtor. Much of 
what appears below is gleaned from tliese references. These separators are characterized 
by a lower pressure drop but also a lesser effectiveness th,an the screens that are used for 
removing tlie small drops. In common with screens. these sep'arators are used in the 
dispersed flow regime where the liquid loading is usually stnall. 

The plates can be arranged so tliat the flow is either up, or horizontal with tlie liquid 
dmining down due to gravity for either orientation. Re-entrainment. in any case is what 
limits their performance. Re-entrainment is really a consequence of flooding for up flow 
and is a function of Ule sane variables. Let us begin by considering the chevron 
separators that work in up flow. 

I 1.3.1 Perfortnance 

Monat et al. (1986) and McNulty ct al. (1986) give thc bcsl description of liow tliesc 
work. Figure I9 (McNulty ct al. 1986) illusLratcs liow the plates in thcse scparators arc 
configured. Sheet metal or plastic is formed into corrugations which are oriented so Illat 
the grooves make an 'angle of 45" with the horizontal. The corrugations in die adjoining 
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Figure 19 Various chevron geometries. McNulty el al. ( 1  986) 

corrugated strips are oriented in opposite directions so that only the peaks or valleys in 
the corrugations touch. The separated liquid drains as it will. 

Table W from McNulty et al. (1986) describes eighteen different types of chevron 
separators. A typical droplet removal efficiency as a function of drop size is shown in 
Fibwrc 20. I t  is clcar that thc rc~noval cf icic~~cy 1s quilc good for tl~c drop sizcs Tor 
which most of Ihc Inass is contained. TIlc rcmoval cfic~cncy lcnds lo incrcasc wit11 
velocity for all drop sizes until the point where re-entrainment (or flooding) occurs. Even 
10 yn drops can be removed effectively with thc best chcvron gcomctries. 

Let us now turn our attention to the chevron separators in which tlle flow is 
horizontal. Figure 21 from Moore & Sieverding (1976) sllows a typical cllcvron 
separator in plane view. Flow enters at tile left and flows horizontally in a zig-zag course 
between the plates depositing tlle drops as it goes. The separated liquid runs down the 
plates in the fonn of a ribbon in front of the scoops which are at the crests of the 
conugation. The water. surprisingly. does not actually enter tlle scoop because a vortex 
which is trapped in the scoop prevents it. For 'my separator of this kind the water runs Angle
down the plate into a pool at the bottom where i t  is drained away. Chew 

Representative values of the maximuln allowable gas 'and liquid flow rate arc shown groov
in Figure 22 where the decrease in thc allowable gas flow rate with increasing liquid SI Co 
flow rate (decreasing quality) is evident. These experiments were performed with air and 
water at one atmosphere pressure. The degradation in perfornlance is much like flooding estirn: 
and probably can be extrapolated to steam conditions using the flooding p'arameters. The VII is 
performance of short plates is apparently also degraded by an e n m c c  effect. appro = 

-

n -

4.3.2 	Pressure drop liquid 
the w 

Pressure drop is one of the imponlmt considerations when selecting a chevron increa 
geometry for a particular application. The pressure drop characteristics for the 18 
geometries described in Table VI are shown in Figure 23. This figure can bc used to 
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Table VI Description of various clievron separator geometries. McNulty ct al. (1987) 

Chevron 
Nurnber Description 

4-pass sinusoid with liooks. 1% in. spacing, plastic 
3-pass modificd zig-zag. I in. spacing, 45" angle to flow. plastic 
4-pass sinusoid with hooks. 11/* in. spacing, plastic 
4-pass zig-zag with Iiooks. 2 in. spacing, 45" angle lo flow. stainless steel 
(SS) 
4-pass zig-zag, no hooks, 2 in. spacing, 45" 'angle to flow, SS 
Corrugated sheet metal packing, '/z in. cormgation height, 12 in. thick, 45" 
angle to flow 
Corrugated sheet metal packing, i in. cormgation. lit. 12 in. tluck. 30" angle 
to flow 
Corrugalcd slbccr luctiil packing. I iri. corrugatiori. 111. 12 in. thick. 45" angle 
to flow 
Corrugated slieet metal packing, !hin. corrugation. lit. 6 in. tluck. 45" angle 
to flow 
3-pass rnodified zig-zag, 1.5 in. spacing, 45" angle to flow, plastic 

3-pass riiodificd zig-~ig,  1 in. spacing, 45" uiglc to flow. SS 
2-pass modified zig-zag. 0.75 in. spacing, SS 
3-pass zig-zag with hooks, 2 in. spacing, 45" ariglc to flow. SS 
3-pass zig-zag, no hooks, 2 in. spacing, 45" angle lo flow, plastic 
2-pass separated zig-zag, I l l 8  in. spacing, 30" angle to flow, SS 
2-pass inodified zig-zig, 0.75 in. spacing, plastic 
2-pass wing-sbapcd bladc, 3% in. spacing, plastic 
3-pass zig-zag, no liooks. 2 in. spacing, 45" angle to flow, SS 

Arlglc to flow signifies tlic ;u~glc bctwccri tlic principal gas flow dircctiori arid the 
Chevron blade. For corrugated slieet rnetal. it  is tlie angle between the ridges (or 

re shown grooves) and tlie principal flow direction. 
zg liquid SI Conversion: lnln = in x 25.4 
h air and 
flooding estimate the pressure drop for a variety of conditions. Tlie Euler nul~lber sllown in Table 
ters. The VII is, in fact, the number of velocity leads lost in that particular separator based on the 

approach velocity for the dry gas. 
Tlie pressure drop for a wet gas is solnewhat higher primarily because the draining 

liquid occupies soiile of the flow arca. The quantity R sl~own in Table VII is tlie ratio of 
Uie wet pressure drop to tlic dry for tlic saune gas velocity. The addition of liquid can 

chevron increase the pressure drop by as much as 50%. 
r tlie 18 
e used to 
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Droplrl removal efficiency at 3.1 m/s. 

Figure 20 Droplet removal efficiency versus air velocity for several drop sizes using the chevron 
shapes listed in Table VI 

ORAINACE SCOOPS 

Figure 21 The cross section of a chevroli separator with scoops showing the path of the air. 
Moore & Sieverding ( I  976) 

5. CYCLONE SEPARATORS - INTRODUCTION 

Cyclone separators are both the most versatile and the most common type used in 
steam systems and so deserve a detailed description. By far the most useful reference 
describing them and their opcration is that of Carson ct al. (1980). This rcfcrencc 
presents the results of an extensive industry sponsored project to evaluate ,and upgrade 
the steam separators used in the nuclear industry. Designs are described. performance 
data presented, design limits evaluated 'and suggestions for further work given. This 
report is an incomparable source of information for the most important class of steam 
separators. Infonnation on other types of separators is given too but in sketchier form. 
Before proceeding to Ule body of lhis sccrio~i 011 cyclonc scparalors it is approprialc licrc 
to describe canyunder. 

Figure 22 Thc 
with horizontal 

Figure 23 

Table VI. M 
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Figure 22 'Ihe critical velocity at which perfonnance deteriorates in a vertical chevron separator 
with horizontal flow similar to that illustrated in Figure 21. Moore & Sieverding (1 976) 

ug(mn) a1 20.C and 10'7, 
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Figure 23 Pressure drop characteristics of the 18 chevron separators flowing air as described in 
'I'able VI.McNulty et al. ( 1  986) 
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Table VII' Pressure drop for various chevron scpamtor gcomelrics. McNulty cl al. The fiu 
(1 987). The chevron numbers are the same as in Table VI moves so I 

This is evil 
Inlet Loading = 0.3 Inlct Loading = 2.5 section. 

gpm/ft2 gp~/fi2 canyw
Chevron AP AP Eulcr A d o i d 0  
Number I * in H 2 0  R** (m* in H 2 0  R** umber' depends ot 

liquid mal 
hydrodjw 
separated I 

rccovery. 
Any :in 

can rise. a 
downflow * 
bubble stat 
shows that 
are possibl~ 

System 
dowvnflow. 
dowvnflow 
greater tha 
trapped bu 
of the systc 

= vgfiwhere i(,is in Rlsec and p, is in lbmlft3 

*Critical F, above which reentrai~unent occurs in ft/s (lbmd~.') 

**R is the ratio of wet to dry pressure drop below the F,at which loading begins 

+EU = 2APg,/p,LJ2 where AP is in 1bf/ft2 ralhcr Ulau in H20. 


9'
SI Conversion: m /m2 x h -gpm/ft2x 2.445; m/s = ft/s (1bm/ft2) x 1.113; 
i ~ / r n ~in. H20  (x 249).= 
I 

Carryunder is a form of performance degradation peculiar to cyclone separators. 

When the separated liquid returns by flowing down to the pool from whence it c'me, it 

entrains some steam with it. The more rapidly the returning water flows down, the more 

steam is entrained and the more effectively the entrained stre'un is carried down with the 

return flow. Carryunder is undesirable because the pressure recovery in the downcomers Figure 24 

of natural circulation systems is reduced. an air-\bate 
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(b) Data sh 
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The further the separated liquid falls before il rejoins the pool, Ihe Inore rapidly it 
moves so that canyunder tends to decrease as the liquid level in the downcoxner rises. 

1 

1
i 	 This is evident from the performance data for several of the separators described in this 

section. 
i 	 Carryunder is also affected by the geornetly in ways that are not entirely predictable. i 

I 

A downflowing two-phase flow can assume several conf'gurations. The configuration {
i depends on the flow rate, the geometry and the history. When tlle upflowing separated 

liquid makes a sharp 180 degree turn: for insta~lcc. at tllc lop of lllc scparato~~, 
hydrodynamic separation can occur. a~id a station,uy bubble of stealn will form in the i sepamtcd region. This causes both more canyunder and a reduction in the pressure 

t 

j 
rccovcry. 

Any time the downflowing liquid moves down more rapidly th<man entrained bubble 
can rise, a bubble can be trapped. Once a bubble is trapped, iI substantial reduction in 
downflow velocity is needed lo free it. The worst case is a vclocily that just holds a l ugei 	 b~lhhlcstationary stich as illustfi~lcd in Figure 24a from Marshall (1964). Figure 24b also 
shlnvfti l11i1l I'or Iliv SIIIIIL? vc~Ioc~I.vIIIIIICI~II\VII~~IIIL-I', Iwo ~ I i l ' T c r~ i~~ l  L:III,I'~~IIII~~~t10\\1 V~IIL,~~ 

IIIU IIIIII~IIIII~ 1181 I\ y IIIIIIIIII* III~*MI~IIIIIL~I~\IIIIIII~I IIIIIIIIIIIII~ 111. IIIII\SIII~IIII~I j~ 

ill'c l l ~ i l t ~ i l ~ ~ ~ ~  ~,~IIGIII~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1 1 ; l ~ i ~l l lC i lS l l l ' ~ l l lC l l lS  0 1  ~ i l l ' C ~ l l l l ( ~ ~ ~l l l b l  1101 i l lc I~I~IG 
d v ~ ~ t ~ l l o ~ v .Ilow rcgi111c IIIiIl)S. ' I ' y ~ ~ ~ c i ~ I l y  is rori lc lc r ior~~l io i~  ~ ) o s s i l ~ l ~  s ~ ~ l ) c r l i c ~ i ~ l  
dow~inow liqiiid vclocitics grciilcr t11i111 0.3 11ds ;111d is  likcly for dvwt~l lowvclocitios 
jitcolc~IIIIIII 1 III/~. W i t l ~ i ~ ~  I!III~,L. \ \ t I~t ' I l~~~.(Ii:Icrio~.;~lio~~ lo :IIIIL* J~~\,L'II 110ov~. IItt ' (IIIC 
Il.illll'Cil bllbl)lC O V  ~ i lV l ' y l l l l c~~~  Oi l  lllc ]:ColllL'll'lC O J l ~ C i l I l l l ~t lc)lcl l l l~ (lL!lillls i l l111 (IIC ~IISI~II'~ 

I 
i 	 of lllc system. 

(b) 

Specific Aic Flow 

Vcsscl ID ~~1 

Figure 24 The effect of geometry and history on carryunder as determined by Marshall (1960) in 

an air-water experiment. 

(a)'l'he apparatus showing tlre two possible flow regirlles and how a trapped bubble can fonn. 

(b) 1)aia showing the cffcct ol'Ule trappcd hubblc on the canyunder 



5 .2  7jpe.sof cyclone .vepara!nrs, !heir design rind perforn~nnce 

In this section a quick review of the types of cyclone scparators will be given, then 
one type will be chosen to discuss in considerable detail. This example will serve both as 
a demonstration of how these separators work and as a source of typical performance 
data. References to other works on cyclone separators will be made as appropriate 
though the details on all the separators mentioned in Carson et al. (1980) are cited at the 
end of each section in that report. 

A great variety of cyclone separator designs exist. They all appear to work 
satisfactorily or they would have been eliminated if they did not. Paik et al. (1987) 
reports on separation experiments, using air and water, performed on small scale. 
transparent models of several of the types of separators cited by Carson et al. (1980) and 
mentioned here. Exacl lnodels of these separators were 1101 construcled, only 
approxirnatc rcplicas wcrc constructcd bascd on tllc uridirilcnsioricd figurcs appearing in 
various papers and reports. In spite of this, all the cyclone separators tested in that 
program work satisfactorily and displayed, as far as could be seen, the same lund of 
bcllavior tlut IJIC full-si~cd scI)mlors fro111 wliicli l l lq wcrc a~odclcd. 

There is ongoing interest in more detailed modelling of cyclone-type separators. 
1 Analytical models are described, for instance. by Belts et A. (1994) and Arpandi et al. 
((1995). Significant progress is also being madc in modelling such systems using 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD); typical studies in Llus category are those of 
Kitarnura et al. (1993). Erdal et al. (1996) and Motta et al. (1997). The reader interested 
in such detailed models is referred to these cited papers. 

The first type of separator is illustrated in Figures 25a and b in two views. The steam 
wl~lcr~ ~ ~ i s l ~ ~ r c  llrcelllcrs Illc tlcvicc Ilowiag ill ;I vcr1ic;ll. 1111dirccllo~r;11wl plrsscs II~ro~~glr 
swirl passages mounted at the top of the riser. The water is thrown out onto the 
downcomer walls and the steam exits between the swirl tubes into the next stage of 
scp;~c~tiotis. tl;~l;l.I:ip,llrc 2Sc givcs sonic fi l l1  sc;~lc pcrfor~i~:~ncc 

'1 '11~sccor~d typc of scpilriltor is illuslr;~tcdIII  1:igtrr.c 20;1 ;rrld I). ,411 11pl1ow111gslc;1111 
water mixture passes through a swirler wllicll tluows the liquid to the inner wall of the 
annulus wliere most of the water is rcmovcd. Alrnosl dry lhc slcaln passcs up through Ihc 
hole in tlle center of tile top plate into tlle ncxt stagc of tlle drying section while the 
separated water is removed tlirough a slot near the top of the outer wall. Performance 
information for t h~s  type of separator is provided in Table VIII. 

5.2.3 General Electric cyclone separator 

This separator is illustrated in Figures 27a. b and c. A serics of spinners and skimmers 
removes separated liquid as the steam and any remaining water proceeds up tlle center of 
the device. Key dimensions are also provided. Performance is provided on Figure 27d 
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Figure 25 Curtis-Wright steam separator. Carson & Willi'uns (1980). 
(;I) Elcvation. showing t11c ovcrail dimensions 

Figure 25 @) Plan of the top of the separator 

'and e. This type of separator shows deterioratioll in perforlnance for low steam flows 
aid low liquid flow rates unlike most of tlie others. 

5.2.4 KWU separator 

This is illustrated in Figure 28a. The mixture enters at the bottom and flows up 
through a torturous path losing water in several stages. Tliere are so mnany unique 
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Figure 25 (c) Typical performance. Cot~vcrsioll factors: 2.2 Ibrnls = I kgls, 
I in water = 249 Pa 

features that a rational design for this device is difficult to imagine. Experiments are 
csscntial. Figures 28b 'and c givc thc pcrfor~nancc. 

5.2.5 Comb ustion Engineering separator 

This is shown in Figure 29a and b. Spin is imparted to the two phase mixture after 
wliicll llic scp;ir;tlcd walcr flows out IIIC l~olcsi n  tile sides of lllc i~itlcr cylinder. 
Perforlnance data is including canyundcr sliow~l on Figurc 29c and d. 

5 . 3  Discussion 

In all these examples. the canyover is of two kinds. Within tlie design envelope for 
t? A 

thc dcvicc. solnc watcr is rc-cntraincd from tllc ~11rfiicc~ that dcfinc thc dcvicc. The 
details of how this happens are often difficult to foresee partly because liquid deposition 

I 1 is unprehctable and partly because secondary flows in complex shapes are very
' 

1unpredictable. Only a visual experiment will indicate where this kind of re-entni 
occurs and suggest how the design can be changed so it is minimized or eliminated. 
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Figurc 26 (11) IClcvalio~l. Wcs t i~ lgho~~sc  typicalslci~ln scptunlor. 'l'irhlc Vlll 

information. Carson k Williams (1980) 


Figure 26 (b) Top view 

The other kind of canyover occurs when the device is obliged, in some way. to 
(loperate outside its design envelope. This is usually due to ligh water, but can result ham 

too iiigll or too low flow rates too. Tlle aniount of tlis kind of carryover increases very 
rapidly as the water level (or pressure the difference across the separator) increases. 
Configuring tlle separator so that this kind of canyover is avoided is the most 
challenging task for the designer. The five separators shown in this section are emxnples 
of ones that work. The performance information and key dimensions provide a measure 
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Table VIII ~a~dula tedperformance of a Westinghouse separator 

Nominal separator conditions 

Saturation Pressure - 78 1 psi (5.4 1 MPa) 

Steam Flow per Separator - 1.167,000 Lbm/hr (530,454 kglhr) 

Water Flow per Separator -2.916.670 L b d u  (1,325,759 kgthr) 

Water Level - 43" (1.09m) beiow top of separator 

Calculated performance 

Circulation Ratio Efficiency Exit Quality 

Effect of steam flow on the calculated performance 


Water Flow Lbrn/hr (Kghr) Sleam Flow Lbmlhr (Kglhr) 


Effect of water level on the calculated performance 


Circulation Ratio Height 

3.5 30"(. 76m) below reference evaluation 
(low water level) 

3.5 15"(.38m) below reference evaluation 
(high water level) 

Efficiency Exit Quality 

Figure 27 < 

Efficiency 

0.753 

0.623 

Exit Quality 

61.8% 

Sl.S% 

Figure 27 (1 

of how well separators perform and the space they occupy. Any one could be viewed as 
a model that could be built or, if necessary, improved. In the remainder of this section a 
generic centrifugal separator will be described and the perfonnance discussed in some 
detail. This example should be treated as a study of the concenls tllat must be addressed 
if any centrifugal separator is to be successful. However, before going to this.example 
we should digress a little because the way we are handling centrifugal separators is 
different from the way we are handling the others. 

Figure 27 (c 
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Figure 28 Kral'twok IJnio11 (KWIJ )  steam separator. (Carson & Willianls (1980) (a) Elevation 
showing scale 

Given the power of computers. why IS it Ulat separators are not designed die way 
otl~cr fluid machincry is - lhal is by constructing an analytical modcl and trying possible 
designs on the computer. Why not write down the equations of fluid mechanics for the 
geometry in question and predict how tlle device will work. There are several reasons. 

/ From the brief descriptions of the five types of separators shown here and the detail 
that is evident even in the schematic drawings included, it is clear that modeling even a 
single phase flow tluougll one of these devices would be a challenge. Added to this. 
however. are the complications cllaracteristic of any two phase-flow problem plus our 
Ignorance of the actual inlet conditions. Let us discuss each of these difficulties in more 
detail. 

At some point in every one of the separator designs mentioned in Ulis section tllere is 
an annular film. We do not. at tlus time, have a generally established method for relating 
the liquid filrn properties like the flow rate. thickness. roughness. entrainment rate, and 
so forth and h e  core flow properties or any of tllese cllaracteristics to an interfacial shear 
stress. Similarly, we do not have a way of determining how tnucll steam is entrained in 
the liquid or how much liquid is entrained in the vapor. In a word we do not llave either 
the constitutive relations or the phasic equations so that a computer solution is even 
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Figure 29 Combustion engineering steam separator. This separator shows very good performance 
until a critical water level is reached at which point a rapid deterioration occurs. Carson & 
Williams (1980) (a) Elevation 

possible. While we can relate film thickness to roughness, and friction factor, we are not 
sure that these equations are able to describe the annular film in a separator because 
these equations are derived from pipe flow experiments. 

We also have problems with the boundary conditions. The available data on the drop 
size spectra is really very limited. The drop sizes and numbers are a function of the flow 
conditions and what has happened upstream. The measurements of these quantities for 
the geometries, flow rates and steam conditions of interest simply do not exist. We 
would not know how to start our calculations even if we had the knowledge and tools to 
write and solve the two fluid equations in the separator. For this reason separators are 
still designed experimentally by cutting, trying and backing up the observations with 
simple calculations. 

Carson et al. (1980) includes full scale steam-water performance data for many of the 
quantities of interest. There is also much separator data in the literature for small scale 
experiments using air and water. At the end of this section some general guidelines of 
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Figure 29 (d) Carry over performance 

testing will be given to allow one to relate small scale air-water data of these 
experiments to the steam-water conditions of interest. For the present. however, we will 
use the air-water experiments of Paik et al. (1986) for the example of how a cyclone 
separator operates. 

5.4 Model separator behavior 

The separator illustrated in Figures 30a and b is an approximate model of a 
Westinghouse steam generator separator system. It was constructed by scaling the 
dimensions from a drawing in Young et al. (1984) but, altering them so that only 
standard sizes of plastic were used in the model. It was made largely of plastic so that its 
operation could be observed. Both normal and degraded operation were tested. During 
normal operation, the velocity vectors for the two phases are illustrated in Figure 30b. 
Submergence is measured from the bottom of the downcomer shown on Figure 30b to 
the collapsed liquid level. Because the interface is so disturbed and some air is entrained 
and carried down (canyunder), no distinct water level could be observed in the 
downcomer. The general velocity level is low enough, however, so that the gravity term iin the pressure drop equation governs and the collapsed liquid level in the downcomer 
must be very close to that which is seen in the pool outside the separator. 

The primary measurement is the carryover. Typical of the extensive data collected is 
that shown on Figure 31. Over the useful range of operation, 95% of the water would be 
removed in the centrifugal or first stage of the separator system. From observing how the 
device operated, it was clear that some liquid was deposited on the streamlined object in 
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Figure 30 Schematic of the separator system used in the experiments of Paik et al. 
(1987) (a) Schematic of the air-water testing 

1the center of the swirler and also on the blades from which it was re-entrained and 
carried up into the gravity separation chamber. Some liquid is also re-entrained from the 
lip of the skimmer. When the water flow rate and pool level is high enough. entrainment 
from the pool surface also occurs and the canyover increases very rapidly. 

The reason for this deterioration is first the increasing water level causes a pressure 
increase on the outside of the porous riser and the flow out near the bottom ceases or 
actually reverses. That is, the water flows into the riser from the downcomer. Clearly this 
flow will soon cause the carryover to increase. 

\i Increasing either the two phase flow rate or the liquid flow rate increases the water 
level in the downcomer which ultimately causes the performance to deteriorate. As the 
flow rate increases, the two phase pressure drop across the spinner increases and the 
liquid in the downcomer is, in a sense "sucked" up. At some point this undesirable 
pressure drop also causes the liquid to flow in the wrong direction through the holes in 
the riser. causing the carryover increase very rapidly. For this particular design this 
occurs at a level (measuredfrom the bottom of the downcomer) of about 1 m for a great 
variety of liquid and gas flow rates. Overloading the separator does not, in itself, cause 
hilure. Failure occurs because the liquid level is too high in the downcomer and re- 
entrainment occurs. Any combination of conditions which lead to the water level 
(measuredfrom the pool) of this separator being greater than 1 m caused high canyover. 

We can now go back through the five types of separators mentioned earlier in this 
section and identify the most likely condition which leads to a rapid increase in the 
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led and 
.om the Figure 30 (b) Details of the air-water flow in the separator section 
~inment 

carryover. The key to designing a successful centrifugal separator is identifying the 
lresswe failure mechanism due to high water level and then proportioning the device so that 
ases or though flow is maximized without causing deterioration in tile performance due to high 
uly this water level to occur. 

For the Curtis-Wright separator Figure 25a and b the water level will rise on the 
e water outside until the pool flows back through the bottom of the arms illustrated in plan view. 
As the A similar failure will occur in the Westinghouse design Figure 26a and b. The pool in 

ind the the downcomer will overflow the weir at the inner wall and recycle the water. 
:sirable For the General Electric design, Figures 27% b and c failure will occur when the pool 
~oles in rises far enough so that the water flow from the bottom stage will be reduced. This will 
gn this cause additional water to be carried up to the second stage and the performance for the 
a great entire separator will be degraded. A similar failure will occur in KWU design Figure 28. .cause In the Combustion Engineering design Figure 29 a sufficiently high water level will 
and re- cause water to flow in instead of out of the lowest holes and overload the whole device. 
:r level The flow occurring in this type of separator also leads to the peculiar characteristic that 
yover. its performance improves with increasing liquid flow because of an increased radial 
in this pressure gradient. More liquid flow in gives a greater radial pressure difference and more 

e liquid flows out the lowest row of holes. 
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Figure 31 Carryover h m  the sepaxator of Figure 29. For this separator there is a sharp 
deteriorationin performance at a water level of 1 m (measured from the bottom of the downcomer) 

Each separator design, in fact. has some unexpected or counter-intuitive aspect to its 
behavior which can only be understood if the visual observations are made to see what 
the two phase flow is actually doing. Visual observations are as essential as the overall 
canyover measurements because some of the detailed behavior is so counter-intuitive. 
The possible secondary flow configurations for a two phase flow in a complex shape is 
just about beyond imagining. The visual obse~vations show how the separator works, 
why it fails and suggests changes that might improve its performance. This kind of 
testing must be done before the device is built. 

Along this line, it is particularly important to check visually any clever little features 
that are added to control the two phase flow in the separator. Separated regions 
containing recirculation bubbles can drive films on the walls in unexpected ways and 
have a dominant effect on the carryover even when operating within the design 
envelope. Most of the re-entrainment occurs as a result of secondary flows in regions 
where the flow is not one dimensional nor. to us, well behaved. 
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5.5 Pressure drop 

The range of pressure drops in cyclone separators is just as varied as the range of 
designs. It is, however. bounded by the system into which it is installed. This range is 
important because these bounds define the limits of operation. Looking at Figure 30 for / 
instance it is obvious that the pressure drop in the rising two phase mixture must be 
small enough so that the separated liquid can return by gravity to the pool. That is, the 
pressure drop cannot be larger than the hydrostatic head defined by the liquid level and 
the density difference between the riser and downcomer. A consideration similar to this r
is true for every example shown. 

Pressure drop can also be important from a system point of view because a large 
pressure drop could degrade the thermodynamic performance of the entire plant. 11 

A variety of pressure drop prediction schemes were tried by Paik et al. and the 
simplest was found to be the best. Looking at Figure 30, for instance, the friction 
pressure drop from the inlet pipe to the upper plenum can be calculated by considering 
each component in the path in turn. From the entrance to the swirler, friction and gravity 
can be calculated using an appropriate two phase model, for instance that of Thom as 
reported in Wallis (1969). At the swirler, the homogeneous model was found to be most 
appropriate for calculating the pressure drop. For this particular separator. excessive 
carryover occurs when the pressure drop is greater than 1 m which is the submergence of tthe normal downcomer. The riser pressure drop can be calculated using the 
homogeneous model while the downcomer really consists of two single phase regions. 

The orifice (or short nozzle) at the top of the porous cylinder can also be calculated 
using the homogeneous model. It has a loss coefficient of about two velocity heads )
based on the approach velocity and density which, again is based on the homogeneous 
velocity heads of the flow actually in the orifice. There is also a small gravity term. 1 

In general. the pressure drop in the downcomer which is mostly due to gravity can be 
a sharp estimated from the density of the liquid and vapor, and the level. 
ncomer) Many of the geometries illustrated in this section are too complex to analyze in tlus 

detail. Model tests must be run.In general, the more complex the geometry the simpler (
:t to its the treatment of the data. For a complex system an appropriately instrumented single ! 
:e what phase experiment and the use of a homogeneous model to extrapolate to operating 
overall conditions is probably the best, simple way to handle the problem of pressure drop. To 
~tuitive. do this by calculation, the cyclone must be broken up into components and the 
,hape is appropriate densities and flow rates used along with loss coeflicients evaluated from the Iworks, single phase experiments. These calculations are not very precise. 
kind of A well designed cyclone separator should take as much of the pressure drop as 

possible in the spinner as that is only pressure drop that actually helps the separation 
htures process.
regions Paik et al. (1986) tried a single phase model test which worked satisfactorily. An air 
~ y sand test was run and the pressure drop measured. The smallest flow area in this model was in 
design the cyclone itself. The velocity of the air in that region was used to define a loss 

regions coefficient. thus: 



the value obtained for K was K = 5.7 (single phase). The best value for K when the 
separator was receiving a two phase mixture was found to be K = 4.9 (two phase). The 
single and two phase loss coefficients (based on the homogeneous model) do not turn out 
to be very different. This similarly is why the use of the homogeneous model is 
recommended 

Of course a single, overall pressure drop number such as this is not useful when the 
proportions of a separator must be optimized. Under these circumstances an element by 
element pressure drop model must be constructed with the local loss coefficients as 
determined from a well instrumented model operating with only gas flowing through it. 

6. TESTING SEPARATORS 

Mauro et al. (1989) describ how a separator is tested. Because the percentage of 
carryover is usually so low; it is to determine the percentage by special means. 
The technique usually adopted tracer in the liquid, such as lithium 
hydroxide (LiOH), and determilq the tracer wncenwtion in the stream leaving the 
separator. Either an isokinetic prqbe to sample the flow or condensing everyhng 
completely and sampling the canyover-condensate mixture can be used. 
A full scale, full pressure separator st requires a large scale test facility. The kind of 
developmental testing that is necessa $ , to make a good separator cannot conveniently be 
done on a device which is this expenGve to operate. Scaled experiments are essential. 
How should these experiments be desided? 

Mauro et al. (1989) recommends caling cyclone separator tests by doing the 
following three things: 1 


\ 

1. 	Maintaining geometric similarity between a small, low pressure air-water apparatus 
and a larger, high pressure steam-water apparatus. 

2. 	 Running the experiments so that the supeifkial velocity of each phase entering the 
separator is exactly the same. 

3. 	 Maintaining the actual water level in the dow+mer so it is exactly the same in both 
the model and the prototype. The water level, \pmeasured from the bottom of the 
downcomer to the pool, should be kept the same\in the prototype and the model. It is 
not scaled as the rest of the apparatus is. It is full dypth. 

When this is done. the carryover, in percent, in thebodel and the prototype is the 
same. The two phase pressure drop through the separatof, model and prototype, are not \however, quite the same. If one defines a dimensionless gressure drop based on the 
homogeneous model, the loss coefficients for the two tests d er as shown in Table X as 
given below. T 

Such a simple scaling procedure works because the flow'\regimes and local void 
fractions in both the model and prototype are about the same. ~hk>friction pressure drop 
is about the same because the flow is turbulent and the friction 
flow is almost constant. The scale of the apparatus does not 
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hen the Table X Pressure drop comp on of a small air-water system and a large steam water 
se). The system of the same geometry 7turn out 
rodel is 

then the 
ment by 
ients as 
ugh it. 

Steam-water .8m 11.2 
P = 6.9 MPa 

The steam-water loss coefficients appear to be a Little higher. 
Itage of 
means. Form losses and WD's are the same in both the model and prototype. Riser heights are 
lithium kept the same so that the water level that signals a rapid increase in canyover will occur 
ring the at almost the same pressure drop. Other scaling parameters, of wluch there are many.
:rything contribute in only a peripheral way to the performance of the device. 

Though here are good theories and extensive data for designing the gravity and 
kind of impingement type separators of various kinds, the models that would allow us to design 
ently be a cyclone separator from first principles do not exist. These must be designed on the 
ssential. basis of experiments. The two-phase flow models are simply not adequate to proportion 

these devices. The scaling recommendations and model tests described above allow one 
ing the to design, interpret and extrapolate model tests quite easiiy. 

7. CONILUSIONS 

Separators fail to operate properly not because they fail to separate but because the 
ring the separated liquid is re-entrained. 

For gravity separators, the liquid cannot fall back against the wind and is canied 
over. For impingement separators, the separated liquid is re-entrained before it drains. In 

in both chevron separators this occurs at the trailing edge before the liquid has a chance to drain 
I of the into the pool. Similarly, for screens re-entrainment occurs when the separated liquid 
lel. It is cannot drain away before it is re-entrained by the steam. 

Failure occurs because of re-entrainment in cyclone separators too. but the details of 
re-entrainment differ from design to design. In the most common type of cyclone 

e is the separators, the pressure in the main separation chamber drops as the demand for steam 
are not rises. This pressure drop causes the water level in the drain to rise. ultimately causing re- 
on the entrainment from the surface of the water swirling in the separator. Increasing the 

)le X as capacity of a separator depends most on optimizing the dimensions so re-entrainment is 
postponed as long as possible. 

:al void A considerable variety of cyclone separators have been designed and have proven to 
re drop operate satisfactorily. Each one, however. has a feature which causes re-entrairunent 
~rbulent when a certain capacity is exceeded. The feature responsible for this must be identified 
much. by a visual experiment in a transparent model test if the design is to be improved. 



Pressure drop for each type of separator can be estimated by use of existing methods. 
In general the minimum area which passes the whole flow governs the pressure drop for 
the whole device. Enlarging this area is an effective way of reducing the pressure drop. 
This can be done until the performance is compromised. Pressure drop, in some way, is 
always closely related to the region in which the performance degrades. Those factors 
that d e p d e  separator performance are, therefore, usually the factors that increase the 
pressure drop. 

The best separator or separator system for a given application can be selected by 
looking at the properties that of the different kinds as listed in Tables I and 11. Cyclone 
separators are unique in that they operate for all inlet flow regimes. Any combination of 
steam and water can be separated in them. Impingement separators operate in only the 
dispersed flow regime for the entering flow. Gravity separators must operate at low 
enough velocities so that a distinct liquid level can be maintained. This means pool 
surface superficial velocities must always be less than about 2 mls. Good separation in 
gravity separators requires velocities that are less than 0.3 mls. 

8. NOMENCLATURE 

Area 
Flooding constant, Eq. (4.4) 
Concentration of drops in the core (units of density) Eq. (4.10) 
Circulation ratio, mass flow of water-in divided by mass flow of steam-out 
Drop diameter 
Hydraulic diameter of the vessel 
Dimensionless hydraulic diameter of vessel, Eq. (3.6) 
Maximum drop size, Eq. (1.4) 
Entrainment. Eq. (lb) 
Dimensional quantity with units of velocity over (density)" 
(see conversion with Table VI) 
Acceleration due to gravity 
Height 
Dimensionless height, Eq. (3.4) 
Liquid superficial velocity 
Superficial velocity of liquid flowing upward as drops 
Steam superficial velocity 
Dimensionless liquid superficial velocity, Eq. (4.3) 
Dimensionless gas superficial velocity. Eq. (4.3) 
Dimensionless gas superficial velocity, Eq. (3.3) 
Head loss coefficient, Eq. (5.1) 
Kutateladze Number, Eq. (4.10) 
Mass transfer coefficient. Eq. (4.10) 
Mass flow rate 
Number of screens in the stack 
Viscosity number based on gas velocity, Eq. (3.5) 
Pressure 
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Pressure drop for one screen 
Liquid Reynolds number 
Steam Reynolds number 
Stokes number, Eq. (4.13) 
Relative velocity between the drop and the surrounding vapor 
Downcomer superficial velocity 
Steam velocity 
Friction velocity, Eq.(4.12) 
Weber number, Eq. (1.1) 
Quality 

Greek 

Voidage in the stack of screens, Eq. (4.14) 

Liquid viscosity 

Steam viscosity 

Liquid density 

Steam density 

Surface tension 

Shear stress 

Interfacial shear stress 

Dimensionless stopping distance, Eq. (4.1 1) 
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